
 
 
MacAllister Transportation – headquartered in Indianapolis, Indiana – has been a Drive Clean Indiana 
member since 2009. MacAllister Transportation sells and services high-quality school buses and 
commercial buses manufactured by Blue Bird Corporation. 

As a part of Indiana-based and family-owned MacAllister Machinery, MacAllister Transportation has a 
rich history and a long-standing tradition of supplying top-notch equipment, first class service, and in-
depth technical knowledge.  

MacAllister Transportation supports its customers with top-notch service and high-quality new and 
remanufactured parts. The company has decades of experience servicing and supporting mission-critical 
equipment.  

Electric School Buses: Prepare your fleet for the future with a Blue Bird electric bus. Blue Bird has been a 
pioneer in school transportation since its founding in 1927. The company released its first electric model 
in 1994. Today’s Blue Bird electric buses deliver reliable performance and lower operating and 
maintenance costs. They may also qualify for grants and other incentives that can offset the initial 
purchase price. As your Blue Bird dealer in Indiana, MacAllister Transportation provides sales and service 
for the company’s full lineup of electric school buses. When it’s time to expand your fleet, choose a 
partner that can match you with forward-thinking solutions. Learn more 

Propane School Buses: With over 18,000 sold, Blue Bird’s 5th Generation Vision Propane bus is 
engineered to deliver fuel and maintenance cost-saving results, as well as offer drivers a pleasant riding 
and operation experience. As many satisfied customers can affirm, propane is a safe, clean and 
affordable alternative fuel that features many operational and cost-saving benefits. Learn more 

Success stories: 

Wayne Township Schools Adds 20 Blue Bird Propane School Buses 

Indiana’s largest fleet of propane autogas school buses deploys in Warren Township 

For more information: 

Matt Lomas 
Account Manager 
MacAllister Transportation  
8800 Brookville Road 
Indianapolis, IN 46239 
(317) 695-6102 |mattlomas@macallister.com | www.macallistertransportation.com 
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